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Micro-systems technologies can be used to integrate a number of vapor cells for Optically Pumped
Magnetometers (OPM) on a common substrate. With the technology established at Leibniz-IPHT,
using micro-structured silicon substrates enclosed with anodically bonded glass plates [1,2], various
kinds of vapor cell assemblies can been created. One example is shown in Figure 1. Due to that
integration, identical working conditions throughout the whole cell assembly can be achieved. This
can, for instance, favorably be used to combine the signals of such cells to improve the signal quality
[3] or to create new working modes of OPM. It was shown, that shot-noise limited magnetic-field
resolutions in the 10fT/Hz range are obtained for these OPMs despite the small cells volumes of
only several ten cubic millimeters [4]. Above all, the presented combinations of vapor cell assemblies
and working modes offer the possibility to work outside magnetic shielding at Earth’s magnetic field
strength.

Figure 1. Integrated cesium vapor cell assembly in a 4 mm thick silicon substrate with four 4 mm
wide cells, all connected via canals to a common cesium reservoir.
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